
Apie poziciją:

Vietovė
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Pastovus Darbas
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Ne
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Ne
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2020-08-19 (Už 7
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Senior Java Developer
HITCONTRACT
www.hitcontract.lt/en

Vilnius, Lietuva

Aprašymas:

Mambu is the leading SaaS core banking engine. If
you’re a customer of the largest digital bank in the EU,
then you’ve probably interacted with our platform and
didn't even know it. We are at the heart of what makes
digital banks and lenders work - the system that
processes banking transactions and updates accounts
and other financial records from deposits to loans and
credit balances. But we are different. We are not just
cloud- native, lean and flexible - we are helping to
revolutionise financial services globally. We are in a
growth phase and we’ve only just begun.

To help us on our mission, we bring together people
with the best skills and attitude. It doesn’t matter where
you are from, what matters is the impact you have and
your passion to make a difference.

We are looking for passionate, skilled and enthusiastic
developers to join our team, in Iasi, to build the latest
systems and features to be used by organizations
around the world.

As a Mambu full stack software engineer, you’ll
contribute to the entire SDLC in a fast- paced agile
environment with high focus on emergent design. Being
part of our team you will see how your code is working
in production, what’s the value brought by it. This will
enable you to take actions to improve it and celebrate a
good job done.

Our roadmap includes addition of business features,
distributed computing, leverage off the engine via APIs,
microservices, serverless computing, configuration as

https://www.hitcontract.lt/en


code, containers, CQRS, DB performance optimisation,
ORM performance optimisation, integration
optimisation, backed performance optimisation,
build/deploy optimisation, sql and no-sql DBs,
improvements for CI and CD pipelines

You will:

Be part of self managed cross functional agile
teams;
Be involved in all the aspects of the SDLC;
Contribute with technical input;
Develop the latest business and technical
features;
Write JUnit and integration tests;
Use and contribute to code quality standards
practices;
Manage and contribute to development of CI and
CD pipelines;
Develop POCs/MVPs.

You need to have:

Bachelors or higher in Computer Science,
Software Engineering or related;
5+ years experience working in Java in real-world
projects;
Experience with SQL, CSS, HTML, jUnit Testing;
Enthusiasm and passion to work in a team as well
as solving problems independently.

We hope you have:

Experience working in Agile (Scrum) teams;
Experience in web application development.

Compensation and benefits:

Competitive salary;
Flexible working hours;
Summer schedule (4-days/week);
Health insurance Global business travel
insurance;
Free parking space at the office;
Professional career growth by providing access to
training and conferences.

Why Mambu?

Mambu has over 250+live deployments, helping
to revolutionise financial services in more than 46
countries globally, and we're just getting started;
We understand nothing ensures our customers'
success more than a happy team, so Mambu is
built on a culture of trust and a sense of



ownership in everything we do;
Mambu proactively takes the initiative to improve
the industry for the better;
Mambu is using top tool for development
activities;
Because you want more, you want to know how
your lines of code impact the world.

Reikalinga Patirtis
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